I. INTRODUCTION
Synchronization of chaotic systems has become a significant field of research in recent years. Coupled nonlinear oscillators in chemistry ͓1͔, biology, and economics ͓2͔ are important examples. One of the exciting scientific quarries in this relation is to understand the coherent dynamical behavior of the coupled systems. In the technical realm, spread spectrum communications and systems monitoring and identification have been proposed as potential applications of chaotic synchronization, motivating further studies ͓3͔.
Several types of synchronization representing different degrees of correlation between the interacting systems have been identified and are referred to as complete ͑or full͒ synchronization ͓4͔, generalized synchronization ͓5͔, and phase synchronization ͓6,7͔, respectively. Complete synchronization implies that time series of corresponding dynamical variables of the subsystems coincide completely x 1 (t) ϭx 2 (t) ͑i.e., the systems oscillate in phase͒. Generalized synchronization, as introduced for drive-response systems, is defined as the presence of some functional relationship between the states of the response and the drive, i.e., x 2 (t) ϭF͓x 1 (t)͔. For phase synchronization, suitably defined phases of two chaotic oscillators lock to each other, while their amplitudes remain uncorrelated and sustain an irregular motion of their own. Rosenblum et al. ͓8͔ have shown that for stronger coupling a new regime which is called lag synchronization may be observed. Lag synchronization appears as a coincidence of the states of two systems x 1 (tϩ) ϭx 2 (t) when shifted in time. With further increase of the coupling, this regime tends to complete synchronization. Lag synchronization is similar to generalized synchronization with the function F being defined in terms of a temporal displacement of the dynamics of the interacting subsystems.
The loss of chaotic synchronization is directly related to bifurcations of saddle periodic orbits embedded into the chaotic attractor ͓9-15͔. The transitions to nonsynchronous behavior in systems with symmetric invariant manifolds are associated with a number of new phenomena, including riddled basins of attraction ͓16͔ and on-off intermittency ͓17͔. The orbits embedded in the fully synchronized chaotic attractor can lose their transverse stability via a saddlerepeller pitchfork bifurcation ͓10͔, a period-doubling bifurcation ͓14͔, or a Hopf bifurcation ͓18͔. These bifurcations may lead to attractor bubbling as described by Ashwin et al. ͓19͔ . Trajectories repelled from the synchronized chaotic state may then make an excursion out in phase space. Sooner or later, however, almost all trajectories will return to the vicinity of the symmetric subspace. When riddling occurs, a dense set of initial conditions which belong to the basin of another attractor appears within the basin of the symmetric chaotic attractor ͓18,19͔. A number of issues related to the influence of asymmetry and noise were discussed in ͓19͔.
Investigations of these synchronization phenomena have often considered coupled fully identical maps as mathematical models. Results obtained in the framework of such idealizations have then been applied to explain the behavior of real systems. When detuning between the basic frequencies of the interacting oscillators is introduced, regions of chaotic phase synchronization, similar to Arnol'd tongues for periodic oscillations, appear on the parameter plane. The transition phenomena that take place at the boundary of chaotic synchronization are associated with the bifurcations of saddle periodic orbits as well. Anishchenko et al. ͓12͔ have ascribed this boundary to an accumulation of curves of tangent bifurcations of saddle cycles, and a more recent study by Pikovsky et al. ͓13͔ suggests that attractor-repeller collisions take place at the transition to chaotic synchronization, thus drawing on the analogy with the tangent bifurcation of a limit cycle. Most recently ͓15͔, the transition to phase synchronization was described as a boundary crisis mediated by unstable-unstable pair bifurcations on a branched manifold.
In this paper, considering the example of two coupled Rössler systems, we investigate the effect of a frequency mismatch on the synchronization phenomena. Transitions to and between complete, lag, and phase synchronization for different regimes are discussed. The process by which lag synchronization is lost and phase synchronization takes place is described in terms of bifurcations of periodic orbits embedded into the chaotic attractor.
II. CHARACTERIZING THE SYNCHRONIZATION
Synchronization is a universal nonlinear phenomenon, and many of its key features are typically independent of the particular model. As an example, we consider a system of coupled Rössler oscillators as described by Rosenblum et al. ͓6͔ :
where the parameters ␣, ␤, and govern the dynamics of the individual subsystem. ␥ is the coupling parameter, 1 ϭ 0 ϩ⌬ and 2 ϭ 0 Ϫ⌬ are the natural frequencies, and 2⌬ is the mismatch between these frequencies. The above equations serve as a good model for real systems demonstrating a period-doubling route to chaos, e.g., for electronic circuits ͓12,20͔, as well as for many chemical ͓21͔ and biological ͓2͔ systems.
Since synchronization between two systems involves phase relations, the notion of the phase for chaotic oscillators and several methods to characterize the phase dynamics were intensively discussed ͓6-8͔. For the Rössler system the instantaneous phase and amplitude can be conveniently introduced as ͓7,21͔
͑2͒
It is easy then to define a phase difference between the interacting oscillators ␦(t)ϭ 2 (t)Ϫ 1 (t). If the relation ͉n 1 Ϫm 2 ͉Ͻconst is fulfilled for some period of time, one can speak of phase locking. In many instances the weaker condition for frequency locking ␦⍀ϭ͗ 1 Ϫ 2 ͘ϭ0 is used. Here, ͗ ͘ denotes time average and ␦⍀ is the difference between the mean angular frequencies. m and n are integers. To describe the lag synchronization, we have to introduce some relevant measures. An appropriate quantity to characterize the time shift in the lag synchronized regime is the cross-spectral density ͓22͔:
where R uv ()ϭŠ͓u(t)Ϫ͗u(t)͔͓͘v(tϪ)Ϫ͗v(t)͔͘‹ is the cross-correlation function for u
(t) and v(t). If u(t) and v(t) satisfy the condition v(t)ϭu(tϪ), then
This implies that time lag ϭ⌽ uv ()/. The phenomenon of lag synchronization is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Here, we have plotted x 2 (t) versus x 1 (t) ͑a͒ and ⌽ x 1 x 2 versus ͑b͒. We observe how the monotonically growing function ⌽ x 1 x 2 remains a straight line within the accuracy of the calculation. This allows us to determine the slope and, hence, the time shift . Figure 1 also shows the reconstructed attractor, i.e., x 2 ϭx 2 (tϩ) versus x 1 (t) in the new symmetric subspace x 1 ϭx 2 ͑c͒ as well as the corresponding delayed-coordinate function ⌽ x 1 x 2 ϭ⌽ x 1 (t)x 2 (tϩ) ͑d͒. Outside the region of lag synchronization, while still increasing on the average with , the function ⌽ x 1 x 2 will oscillate with some amplitude. Hence, a unique slope cannot be defined, and the fully symmetric synchronized attractor cannot be constructed. Numerically obtained time shifts prove the states of the subsystems to be identical but shifted in time with respect to each other. These results are in agreement with results reported by Rosenblum et al. ͓8͔ .
III. DYNAMICS INSIDE THE REGION OF SYNCHRONIZATION

A. The set of attractors
Many processes in nature are characterized by the coexistence of a large number of attractors for a fixed set of parameters but attainable from different initial conditions. In the presence of weak interaction, the phenomenon of multistability can be observed in coupled systems which individually possess only one attractor at fixed parameter values ͓23-25͔. For two synchronized oscillators whose spectrum contains subharmonics 0 /2 k (kϭ1,2,3, . . . ) of the basic frequency, the phase difference between interacting units can attain 2 k different values, i.e., ␦ϭ2l, lϭ0,1,2, . . . ,2 k FIG. 3. ͑a͒ The saddle cycle C 0 (ϩ), and the saddle 4C 0 (ϫ) embedded into the chaotic set CA 0 (␥ϭ0.25); ͑b͒ the saddle 2C 1 s (᭺) that appears from C 0 via a period-doubling transition (␥ϭ0.3); ͑c͒ the saddles 2C 1 s (᭺), 2C 1 n (᭞), and stable cycle 2C 1 (᭡) after a saddlenode bifurcation (␥ϭ0.16); and ͑d͒ the riddledlike structure (␥ϭ0.1437). Black dots belong to the basin of the stable quasiperiodic regime 2T 1 (␣ϭ0.165, ␤ϭ0.2, 0 ϭ0.97, ϭ10.0, ⌬ϭ0.005).
Ϫ1. Hence, a large number of periodic and chaotic attractors can coexist within a wide range of parameters. We start our study from the case of identical systems (⌬ϭ0). Let us consider attractors from only two families: ''in-phase'' attractors for which the phase difference of x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) is zero and ''out-of-phase'' attractors where the phase difference is 2. Denote the periodic attractors as 2 k C 0 and 2 k C 1 and the corresponding chaotic attractors as 2 i CA 0 and 2 i CA 1 , respectively. Here 2 k (kϭ1,2,3, . . . ) represents the cycle period, normalized in terms of the single period-1 solution C 0 which originally exists in the system; 2 i (iϭ0,1,2, . . . ) represents the number of bands for the chaotic attractors.
With ⌬ϭ0, as is increased the system ͑1͒ demonstrates a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations of periodic orbits 2 k C 0 leading to the formation of a chaotic attractor in the symmetric subspace. With further increase of , bandmerging bifurcations of the chaotic attractors 2 i CA 0 take place. All of these attractors are located in the symmetric subspace of the whole phase space of the system. This corresponds to the case of complete synchronization. The mutual entrainment of periodic oscillations 2C 1 which is symmetric under the coordinate transformation (x 1 ,x 2 )↔(x 2 ,x 1 ); (y 1 ,y 2 )↔(y 2 ,y 1 ); (z 1 ,z 2 )↔(z 2 ,z 1 ) can be viewed as a particular case of lag synchronization corresponding to a time shift of half a period between the above states. A sequence of bifurcations of this attractor leads to the appearance of high-periodic solutions and chaotic attractors 2 i CA 1 which are phase locked but situated outside the symmetric subspace.
For the nonidentical case (⌬ 0), Anishchenko et al. ͓26͔ have shown that regions of chaotic synchronization such as Arnol'd tongues exist. Inside these regions a gradual transition from complete to lag synchronization for ''in-phase'' attractors takes place. ''Out-of-phase'' solutions demonstrate phase coherence properties, but for these solutions full coherence cannot be achieved. Moreover, ''out-of-phase'' attractors seem to remain structurally stable over a longer interval of frequency mismatch. Hence, the transition to nonsynchronous behavior is determined by the loss of stability for the ''out-of-phase'' synchronized mode.
B. Transition from lag to phase synchronization
The case of a small mismatch Let us consider how the set of attractors reconstructs itself in the process of loss of lag synchronization when the coupling is changed. Figure 2 shows the bifurcation diagram for the synchronous solution on the (⌬,␥) parameter plane. Throughout this section the symmetric subspace is considered in lag coordinates, that is, x 1 (t)ϭx 2 (tϩ).
With a small mismatch, the boundary of chaotic phase synchronization is located in the region of accumulation of curves of tangent bifurcations of saddle cycles ͑family of dashed curves in the lower left corner of Fig. 2͒ . At high values of the coupling strength there exists the regime of lag synchronization which is stable to perturbations. With decreasing of the coupling, this state becomes sensitive to small intensity noise. Excursions from the ''synchronous'' attractor is observed. Then bursts of this behavior gradually become stronger and are observed even without noise. At this moment lag synchronization is no longer observed. When coupling is further decreased, the second Lyapunov exponent becomes positive. Hence, a transition to hyperchaos occurs. We are interested in the bifurcations that cause these transitions.
Let us consider the mechanism of loss of synchronization from the point of view of bifurcations of saddle periodic orbits embedded into the chaotic attractor. We fix the mismatch between the basic frequencies at ⌬ϭ0.005 and investigate the transitions between the various regimes when the coupling strength is decreased ͑the direction D in Fig. 2͒ . The periodic orbits C 0 and 2 k C 0 are of saddle type and determine the structure of CA 0 ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. At ␥ϭ0.239 ͑dotted curve in Fig. 2͒ the saddle cycle C 0 undergoes a perioddoubling bifurcation. As a result, C 0 loses its stability in a direction transverse to the synchronization manifold and a saddle period-2 cycle 2C 1 s softly appears in its vicinity. When the coupling is further decreased, the points in the Poincaré section of this cycle move away from the symmetric subspace ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. At ␥ϭ0.1657, a saddle-node bifurcation ͑boundary of the light gray region in Fig. 2͒ takes place leading to the formation of a stable asymmetric period-2 cycle. In the neighborhood of the saddle periodic orbit 2C 1 s the stable periodic orbit 2C 1 and a saddle periodic FIG. 4 . The distribution P of momentary phase differences ͑a͒ at ␥ϭ0.205 along the direction A in Fig. 2 for ⌬ϭ0.02; 0.03; 0.04; 0.045; 0.05 ͑from the right to the left͒ and ͑b͒ at ⌬ϭ0.02 along the direction B in Fig. 2 for ␥ϭ0.142; 0.14; 0.139; 0.09; 0.04 ͑from the right to the left͒ (␣ϭ0.165, ␤ϭ0.2, 0 ϭ0.97, ϭ10.0).
orbit 2C 1 n appear ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒. From some initial conditions near the chaotic attractor CA 0 , the trajectory converges to 2C 1 . However, the length of this transient is very sensitive to the initial conditions. When this happens, a basin of attraction of phase trajectories by 2C 1 is formed. The immediate basin has a tonguelike shape and is bounded by the stable manifolds of the saddle cycles 2C 1 s and 2C 1 n . At lower values of the coupling, a similar transverse destabilization takes place for other periodic cycles such as 4C 0 and 8C 0 and several of these subsequently undergo a saddle-node bifurcation. In this way, a set of tongues appears step by step and the basin of attraction of CA 0 becomes riddled by initial conditions from which trajectories move to the stable regime out of the symmetric subspace ͓Fig. 3͑d͔͒. At ␥ϭ0.1443, a torus develops from 2C 1 ͑dark gray region in Fig. 2͒ . At this moment, noise of small intensity induces the escape from attractor CA 0 . When the coupling is further decreased, CA 1 appears via bifurcations of resonant cycles ͑the black region in Fig. 2͒ to subsequently become unstable in a boundary crisis. Chaos-chaos intermittency between CA 0 and CA 1 then is observed, and lag synchronization is lost. The chaotic attractor CA 0 and the chaotic saddle set merge, and hyperchaos arises.
A similar sequence of bifurcations is observed in a wide range of frequency mismatch ͑until ⌬ϭ0.01). At these values of ⌬, a tangent bifurcation of the higher periodic cycles (4C 1 and 8C 1 ) takes place and chaos CA 1 appears via a sequence of period doubling bifurcations.
The case of a large mismatch
At large values of the frequency mismatch the region of synchronization is bounded downwards by the curve of torus birth bifurcation where two complex-conjugate multipliers cross the unit circle ͑dotted-dashed curve in Fig. 2͒ . Following the lag synchronized attractor, one observes that this is gradually transformed into the phase-synchronized attractor CA 0 . Figure 4͑a͒ shows how the distribution of instantaneous phase differences changes gradually when the frequency mismatch is increased ͑direction A in Fig. 2͒ . The rightmost distribution with the highest maxima and the smallest widths corresponds to ⌬ϭ0.02, and the other distributions with lower maxima and broader width corresponds to ⌬ϭ0.03, 0.04, 0.045, and 0.05. But for any frequency mismatch there is a coupling interval where lag synchronization occurs. This is to be compared with the case where the lag synchronized regime is immediately destroyed ͑direction B in Fig. 2͒ . Under these conditions the distribution of phase differences abruptly changes its form when chaos-chaos intermittency appears at ␥ϭ0.139 ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒.
Note that, in contrast to the case of a weak mismatch when frequency ͑and phase͒ locking takes place, synchronization in the case of a large mismatch is related to the suppression of oscillations of one of the coupled subsystems by the signal of the other subsystem. Therefore, the evolution of the lag attractor is different in the two cases, but this question needs further investigations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the effect of mutual synchronization of self-sustained oscillations in coupled Rössler systems whose natural frequencies are different. Based on the results of computer simulation, we demonstrated that a regime of complete synchronization for ''in-phase'' attractors is transferred into a lag regime when a frequency mismatch is introduced while ''out-of-phase'' attractors remain phase synchronized. With decreasing coupling, the loss of lag synchronization is related to a sequence of bifurcations of saddle cycles embedded into the chaotic attractor and to bifurcations of ''out-of-phase'' attractors. Reconstructing the lag synchronized attractor, we found an analogy to the loss of complete synchronization via a riddling transition for the case of identical oscillators. We believe that different forms of synchronization which are related to different attracting sets coexisting in a parameter space of a system can find a number of practical applications in description, for example, of biological systems that contain a large number of complex oscillators.
